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Abstract
This article is a retrospective on the theme of knowledge harvesting: automatically constructing large highquality knowledge bases from Internet sources. We draw on our experience in the Yago-Naga project over the
last decade, but consider other projects as well. The article discusses lessons learned on the architecture of a
knowledge harvesting system, and points out open challenges and research opportunities.

1

Large High-Quality Knowledge Bases

Turning Internet content, with its wealth of latent-value but noisy text and data sources, into crisp “machine
knowledge” that can power intelligent applications is a long-standing goal of computer science. Over the last
ten years, knowledge harvesting has made tremendous progress, leveraging advances in scalable information
extraction and the availability of curated knowledge-sharing sources such as Wikipedia. Unlike the seminal
projects on manually crafted knowledge bases and ontologies, like Cyc [28] and WordNet [15], knowledge
harvesting is automated and operates at Web scale.
Automatically constructed knowledge bases – KB’s for short – have become a powerful asset for search,
analytics, recommendations, and data integration, with intensive use at big industrial stakeholders. Prominent
examples are the Google Knowledge Graph, Facebook’s Graph Search, Microsoft Satori as well as domainspecific knowledge bases in business, finance, life sciences, and more.
These achievements are rooted in academic research and community projects starting ten years ago, most
notably, DBpedia [2], Freebase [6], KnowItAll [14], WikiTaxonomy [35] and Yago [42]. More recent major
projects along these lines include BabelNet [32] ConceptNet [41], DeepDive [40], EntityCube (aka. Renlifang)
[34], KnowledgeVault [10], Nell [7] Probase [51], Wikidata [48], XLore [49].
The largest of the KB’s from these projects contain many millions of entities (i.e., people, places, products
etc.) and billions of facts about them (i.e., attribute values and relationships with other entities). Moreover,
entities are organized into a taxonomy of semantic classes, sometimes with hundred thousands of fine-grained
types. All this is often represented in the form of subject-predicate-object (SPO) triples, following the RDF data
model, and some of the KB’s – most notably DBpedia – are central to the Web of Linked Open Data [19].
For illustration, here are some examples of SPO triples about Steve Jobs:
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Steve
Steve
Steve
Steve

Jobs
Jobs
Jobs
Jobs

type entrepreneur
coFounded Apple
hasDaughter Lisa Brennan
diedOf Pancreatic Cancer

entrepreneur subtypeOf businessperson
Steve Jobs hasFriend Steve Wozniak
Apple Lisa namedAfter Lisa Brennan
Steve Jobs fanOf Bob Dylan

The most obvious use case for this kind of encyclopedic knowledge is to support search engines (for both
Internet and enterprise search) on queries about entities. For example, when receiving the query “jobs apple”,
the system can identify “jobs” as a possible target entity and use the KB to improve its answers (transparently
to the user, and in addition to pursuing other interpretations of the user’s intent, e.g., looking for job offers at
Apple). Other benefits arise from aggregating observations (on queries, clicks, posts, etc.) on a per-entity basis
and combining them with semantic types or entity facts for analytics and recommendations.
Once computers have background knowledge on the real world, they have better ways of tapping into vague
and noisy contents like natural language texts, social media and Internet data. This is an asset for language
understanding, data cleaning and more. Moreover, we can think of this duality of knowledge acquistion and
content understanding as a virtuous cycle: it enables the computer to obtain more knowledge, better knowledge,
deeper knowledge. Figure 1 illustrates this point.
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Figure 1: Knowledge Acquision and Content Understanding.
Our own endeavor on knowledge harvesting has its roots in research on semantic search starting in 2004.
Later it became the Yago-Naga project, and led to the first release of the Yago KB (yago-knowledge.org)
in February 2007. The salient strength of Yago is its rich type system with hundred thousands of fine-grained
classes. When IBM Watson won the Jeopardy quiz show, it harnessed Yago’s taxonomy for semantic type
checking [26]. Later Yago releases added temporal and spatial knowledge [22], multilingual dimensions [38]
and commonsense properties [17, 45]. Yago is now a joint project of the Max Planck Institute for Informatics
and the Télécom ParisTech University. It is the only publicly available KB with statistical quality assurance: at
least 95% accuracy (i.e., correct triples) based on sampling and Wilson confidence intervals.
This article intends to review the knowledge harvesting work of the past decade, pointing out lessons learned
as well as open challenges and research opportunities. We draw on our Yago-Naga project as a primary source
of experience, but aim to reflect the general research avenue.

2
2.1

Lessons Learned
Extraction Sources and Methods: Low-Hanging Fruit First

There is a wide spectrum of information extraction (IE) methods that knowledge harvesting can be based on,
including regular expression matching, probabilistic graphical models, constraint reasoning and more. These can
be applied to a wide spectrum of potential input sources, ranging from specialized databases (e.g., on movies
or music) and web tables all the way to news articles and social media. From a purely scientific perspective, it
may seem desirable to tap into every possible source with a single unified method and as little supervision as
possible. Our experience is that this does not work - not if the goal is to build a high-quality knowledge base,
with precision close to what a team of human curators would achieve.
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Choice of Sources: We have followed – and strongly advocate – a layered approach where we pick lowhanging fruit first: high-quality input sources with limited noise in content structure, and robust methods for
high-quality output. Specifically, we first tapped into semi-structured elements of Wikipedia: category names,
infoboxes, lists, headings, etc. For specific kinds of knowledge, we integrated the best available curated sources:
WordNet for taxonomic relations among semantic classes, and GeoNames for spatial entities. If we had been
keen to increase Yago’s coverage of movies and songs, we would have tapped into sources like IMDB (or
LinkedMDB), Musicbrainz, etc. Generally, entities of specific types can often be harvested from dedicated
sources or via specific identifier systems [44].
Once we obtained a KB core, we were able to harness this to distantly supervise extractions from other
sources. In doing so, we could still “cherrypick” the more suitable sources: there is no point in obtaining poor
extractions from super-noisy inputs like social media if the same knowledge can be distilled from easier inputs
such as biographies. Also, we can leverage redundancy and statistics: seeing the same facts many times in
different sources. This is why we called our approach knowledge harvesting, as opposed to running IE on each
and every, arbitrarily difficult, input.
Extraction Methods: Similar engineering principles apply to the extraction methods. We started with
simple, robust methods like regular expression matching (applied to token sequences in Wikipedia) combined
with simple linguistic analysis, most notably, noun phrase parsing. Then we leveraged semantic type checking,
building on the rich taxonomic knowledge distilled from Wikipedia categories and WordNet classes. This way
we could keep precision at near-human quality, and were able to feed the obtained knowledge as seeds into
more advanced distantly supervised methods: reasoning with consistency constraints over evidence-weighted
candidate assertions [31, 43].
Our constraint reasoning is based on approximately solving Weighted MaxSat problems, which is equivalent
to MAP inference for probabilistic graphical models. We believe that explicit constraint reasoning can be tuned
more easily, though. A key aspect is the manual crafting of consistency constraints: functional dependencies,
inclusion dependencies, temporal constraints, and more. For example, we can specify that a person (such as
Lisa Brennan) can have only one father, and that a person can found a company or compose a song only while
being alive (i.e., between birth and death dates). Although this approach requires a modest amount of human
supervision, we never encountered this to be a bottleneck.
Other papers with similar lessons include [8, 9, 30, 54].

2.2

Data Representation: Triples, Triploids, Quads, and Beyond

Like other KB projects, we decided to represent facts in the form of SPO triples, following the RDF data model.
Canonicalization: An important design decision, not shared by all of the major KB’s, is to aim for databasestyle rigor in capturing the S, P and O roles of triples. We wanted S to be only canonicalized entities (or classes
when P is subtypeOf), P to be only explicitly specified relations (with type signatures), and O to be only
entities or literals such as dates or numbers (or classes for type or subtypeOf). Here, canonicalization means
that we can uniquely identify each entity, and that all facts that refer to the same entity are attached to the same
S value, regardless of the surface names under which the entity is discovered. For example, we insist that the
two sentences “Jobs is one of the co-founders of Apple.” and “Steve founded Apple, together with his friend Woz.” result
in the same fact Steve Jobs coFounded Apple. Conversely, we have to carefully distinguish occurrences
of “Woz” meaning Steve Wozniak against occurrences that abbreviate the game “Wizard of Oz”. This issue
calls for named entity disambiguation (aka. entity linking) [39], which we initially integrated into constraint
reasoning [43] while later developing a general-purpose stand-alone solution [21]. Occurrences of “Steve” that
our methods cannot map to a unique entity with high confidence would be disregarded.
Triples vs. Triploids: Our design emphasizes precision at the expense of recall. Several other KB’s show
facts with different S values even if they refer to the same entity, such as Jobs founded Apple, Steve
coFounded Apple, SteveJobs coFounded Apple, Woz coFounderOf Apple, and so on. Here, the P
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values are not properly canonicalized either. Unlike some KB projects that see this as an advantage, resulting
in a larger KB, we believe that noisy redundancy and ambiguity is the recipe for inconsistency and degraded
quality in downstream applications.
In retrospect, we still stand by this design choice, but we would be open to additionally harvesting noncanonicalized assertions, using so-called Open IE methods [29]. We would then treat S, P and O as textual
phrases, to explicitly distinguish them from canonicalized triples. As this is no longer within the RDF standard,
we refer to this case as triploids. Here are some examples, including mixed cases with partial canonicalization:
"Steve" "revolutionized" "music industry"
Steve Jobs "dated" Joan Baez

"Steve" invented iPod
Steve Jobs "admired" "Dylan"

The rationale for tolerating the co-existence of triples and triploids is to increase the coverage of the KB and
support more use cases. Search applications could work well even with triploids, whereas other cases require
rigorous reasoning and could thus be restricted to proper triples. We call the hybrid representation an Extended
Knowledge Graph (XKG) [53], essentially a richly labeled graph with canonicalized or textual labels for nodes
and edges. An XKG could be incrementally turned into a KG in a pay-as-you-go manner, using methods for
post-hoc canonicalization of entity names and predicate phrases [16].
Beyond Triples: It is good practice to associate data with its provenance. To this end, we attached to each
SPO triple metadata about the extraction source, method and confidence. As there could be multiple sources, we
refer to this aspect as “knowledge witnesses”. How do we represent this? The Semantic Web community advocates so-called quads for this purpose: adding a fourth dimension to each triple which encodes its provenance.
However, this is insufficient as we need to capture multiple witnesses, extraction dates, confidence scores, etc.
So we used a technique akin to reification: each SPO triple is given an identifier, and these identifiers can in turn
be used as S values in additional (metadata) triples.
Following the idea of the virtuous cycle in Figure 1, we also harvested spatial and temporal knowledge about
(certain kinds of) SPO triples [22]. For example, for a triple like Steve Jobs isCEOof Apple, we distill the
respective time intervals for the validity of this fact from additional sources [18, 50]. Likewise, events can be
positioned in space and time, e.g., by capturing that Steve Jobs announced iPhone happened on January
9, 2007 in San Francisco. This is represented in the KB as follows (with identifiers prefixing the triples):
id1:
id2:
id3:
id4:

(
(
(
(

Steve Jobs isCEOof Apple )
id1 validDuring [1997-07-09, 2011-08-24] )
Steve Jobs announced iPhone )
id3 happenedOn 2007-01-09 )
id5: ( id3 happenedIn San Francisco )

While this representation may appear elegant, it is unwieldy for querying. Simple queries such as asking for
iPhone-related events in 2007 become fairly complex. We even invented extensions to the RDF query language
Sparql to express search conditions with fact identifiers:
Select ?x, ?y Where {
?id: ?x ?y iPhone .

?id happendOn 2007-##-## .

}

SPOTLX Tuples: These considerations made us rethink our choice for RDF, and eventually led to the model
of SPOTLX tuples for the Yago2 release in 2011 [22]. Each fact was expressed as a six-tuple with Subject,
Predicate, Object, Time, Location and teXt (or conteXt), plus additional metadata attributes. The X component
allows textual witnesses for facts, which could be queried jointly with the facts in the KB. For example, to find
iPhone-related events in 2007 in the Bay Area which involved “standing ovations”, we could use SQL over
SPOTLX tuples, including abstract data types for time, space and text. The RDF representation has still been
kept in parallel, for easy data exchange and interoperability in the Linked Open Data world.
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2.3

Data Storage and Query Processing: Join, Relax, Rank and Scale

Since we initially focused on SPO triples, we desired efficient support for the Sparql query language. Because
of the fine-grained nature of RDF data, this calls for extensive join processing, a typical example being:
Select ?x Where {
?x bornIn ?t . ?t inCountry ?c .
?x performed ?s . ?s type song .

?c locatedIn Europe .
?s composedBy Bob Dylan .

}

This query finds European artists who covered Bob Dylan. It consists of 6 triple patterns: a 6-way self-join
over the schema-free SPO table. As there was no high-performance RDF engine at that time, we built our own:
the RDF-3X system with emphasis on join optimization [33].
This served us well for some time, but the transition from triples to quads and SPOTLX tuples (see above) led
us to move to a standard relational engine, namely, PostgreSQL. However, as our KB grows and we pursue new
KB-driven applications, we reconsider this decision. Our recent endeavor to support entity-centric large-scale
text analytics [24], employs a cloud-based platform using Spark with Cassandra for storing the KB. This keyvalue storage solution gives full flexibility to represent knowledge tuples, decent query processing performance,
and an easy way to scale out. However, this platform is far from ideal for the performance of many-way joins
and SPOTLX queries. So we may have to keep revisiting this design choice.
Ranking of Query Answers: In addition to query performance, an important concern for us has been the
need to rank query answers and to support query relaxation. These requirements arise as users who explore
the KB are not familiar with its structure, terminology and content. Broad queries return many answers; so we
need ranking to identify the most informative ones. An example is the query about iPhone-related events given
above. With KB’s being part of the highly heterogeneous Linked-Data ecosystem, this issue becomes even more
demanding. Therefore, we developed IR-style statistical ranking models for query answers from triple patterns
and complex Sparql queries [12, 27].
Query Relaxation: Even with perfect answer ranking, querying a KB still poses a high burden even for
skilled users like analysts or journalists, due to the potential mismatch between the user’s and the KB’s vocabulary and structure. Reconsider the query about European artists covering Bob Dylan. Albeit perfectly
formulated, it may still return very few answers or none at all, simply because the predicates in the query –
inCountry, performed, composedBy – could be sparsely populated. Perhaps, cities are more often in the
locatedIn relation which should better be transitively applied. Songs may better be found by using two
predicates hasAlbum between artists and albums, and hasTracks between albums and songs. Instead of the
composedBy predicate, the inverse relation composed between artists and songs may be the preferred way
when populating the KB. Or perhaps neither of the two predicates is much in use; the KB could instead have
triploids with P phrases like “composer of”, “created”, “his masterpiece”.
This suggests alternative query formulations, which we call query relaxations. A good search interface
should automatically generate one or more relaxations as needed. However, as we deviate from the user’s
original formulation, answers may be treated with lower confidence, and we have to merge results from multiple
relaxations – another case for answer ranking.
Over the last ten years, our understanding for these issues in KB search and exploration has gradually
improved. The form-based interface of our recent Trinity system [53] supports such relaxations and rankings.
[4] gives a comprehensive survey on semantic search.

2.4

Data Evolution: The Knowledge Awakens

Hardly anything lasts forever. In a KB, attribute values (e.g., city populations) and relationships of entities (e.g.,
the CEO of a company or the spouse of a person) change over time. Even the set of entities under consideration
is not fixed: new entities are being created all the time (e.g., new songs, sports matches, newborn children of
celebrities) and need to be added to the KB. Also, existing entities could be irrelevant for a KB, but become
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prominent at a certain point. Examples are when an unknown “garage band” or “garage company” starts having
success. If Wikipedia had existed in April 1976, it would probably not have included Apple for insufficient
notability.
So a KB should be continuously updated, for example, by subscribing to change feeds from Wikipedia and
other data streams. DBpedia tried this [20], but abandoned it for its complexity. Yago instead used an approach
with periodic rebuilding of the entire KB. Freebase and Wikidata have update processes in place, but seem to
critically rely on human curation.
One difficulty that prevents a straightforward solution is that sometimes new facts can be simply added to
the KB whereas others need to invalidate and overwrite previously included facts. Comprehensive versioning of
all triples or tuples would alleviate this issue, but comes at the cost of making querying and exploration more
complex. The general data evolution problem for KB’s still appears to be widely open.
Active Knowledge: For highly dynamic and specialized knowledge, the Yago-Naga project explored an
approach for linking KB items with external databases and web services. For example, the chart positions of
a song and the box office counts of a movie change so rapidly that it is hardly meaningful to materialize these
values in the KB. Instead, one should have automatic linking across knowledge repositories and to web service
calls that return up-to-date values on demand. We developed techniques towards this form of active knowledge
[36]; more work is needed along these lines.
Emerging Entities: One aspect of knowledge evolution for which we have a reasonable success story is
emerging entities [23]. When identifying entity names in input sources (text, web tables, etc.), we attempt to
disambiguate them onto the already known entities in the KB. However, we always consider an additional virtual
candidate: none of the known entities. When the evidence and our methods suggest that we observe an out-ofKB entity, we capture it under its surface name along with its context. After some time, we obtain a repository
of such emerging entities. Then we run clustering techniques to group them, and involve users to confirm this
canonicalization. Finally, the emerging entities with sufficient support and confirmation can be added to the KB
as first-class citizens. To alleviate humans from labor-intensive curation, it is important to present new entity
candidates with informative context [25].
A specific case for out-of-KB entities is constructing ad-hoc KB’s on the fly. Consider a new corpus of documents becoming available, for example, the Panama Papers or a batch of articles on specific health issues such
as Zika infections. The goal is to automatically build a domain-specific KB that helps journalists and analysts
to obtain an overview and drill down into finer issues. Our startup ambiverse.com pursues applications along
these lines [13, 1].

3
3.1

Challenges and Opportunities
Knowledge Base Coverage

Some of the existing KB’s are huge, but no KB will ever be complete. In fact, one can observe all kinds of
knowledge gaps.
Locally incomplete knowledge is when certain O values are missing for a given S and P value – for example,
when we know some movies of a director but not all of them. A variant of this is when for a given P value, we
have O values for some S but not all of them – for example, knowing spouses of some people but missing out on
many other married people. The difficulty here is not just to fill these gaps, but to realize when and where gaps
exist. In other words, when can we assume a locally closed world, and how can we find evidence for an open
world that can provide additional facts? [37] offers further discussion along these lines.
A second challenge arises from long-tail entities and long-tail classes. There are many lesser known musicians, regional politicians and good but not exactly famous scientists. How can we identify these in the Internet,
and harvest facts about them? Long-tail classes pose a similar problem: despite some KB’s having hundred
thousands of classes, one could always add more interesting ones. For example, what if we got interested in
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a class of GratefulDeadFans (i.e., fans of the rock band, which would have Steve Jobs as a member) or
HippieRetroConcerts? Where in the class taxonomy do we fit these in, and how can we find their members
(which is difficult even among the entities in the KB)? [11] offers further discussion along these lines.
Third and last, there is a big deficit in terms of missing salient facts about entities. KB’s have been built in
an opportunistic manner, mostly relying on Wikipedia. If Wikipedia does not have the information or if a fact is
stated only in sophisticated form in the article’s text, all the KB’s miss out on it. For example, what is notable
about Johnny Cash, the late singer? One key fact is that he recorded a live album on a free concert in a US
state prison – in 1968 when this was a sensation if not a scandal. KB’s contain the name of the album, but not
the special circumstances. What is notable about the Nick Cave album “Abbatoir Blues”? Many KB’s contain
this album, listing its individual songs. No KB points out, though, that the song “Let the Bells Ring” is about
Johnny Cash and that the song “O Children” is used in one of the Harry Potter movies. Part of the problem is
the poor coverage of predicate types: KB’s are missing predicates like songIsAbout. But this alone cannot fix
the issue with the Folsom Prison concert. There is a great research opportunity here. Similar points can be made
for spatial knowledge and temporal knowledge.
One may argue that Open IE could fill these gaps, and one should add more textual descriptions to an
Extended Knowledge Graph. This would be a remedy, but only in a superficial sense as humans would then
have to read and interpret a large amount of noisy text to look up facts. The fundamental trade-off between
precision and recall cannot be eliminated this way.

3.2

Commonsense, Rules and Socio-Cultural Knowledge

Automatically constructed KB’s have largely focused on harvesting encyclopedic fact knowledge. However,
to power semantic search and other intelligent applications (e.g., smart conversational bots in social media),
computers need a much broader understanding of the world: properties of everyday objects, human activities,
plausibility invariants and more. This ambitious goal suggests several research directions.
We need to distill commonsense from Internet sources. This is about properties of objects like size, color,
shape, parts or substance of which an object is made of, etc., and knowledge on which objects are used for which
activities as well as when and where certain activities typically happen. For example, a rock concert involves
musicians, instruments – almost always including drums and guitars, speakers, a microphone for the singer; the
typical location is a stage – often but not necessarily in a large hall, and so on. This background knowledge
could improve the interpretation of (spoken) user questions, and also image and video search when user queries
include abstractions or emotions that cannot be directly matched by captions, tags or other text. Today’s search
engines return poor results on queries such as “exhausted band at hippie concert” (where the user hopes to find
footage of performances by the Grateful Dead or the Doors). Prior work on acquiring commonsense includes
ConceptNet [41] and our recent project WebChild [45, 46]. However, there is still a long way to go for computers
to learn what every child knows.
Rules that capture invariants over certain kinds of facts is another key element for advancing the intelligent
behavior of computer systems. For example, a rule about scientists and their advisors could be that the advisor
is a professor at the scientist’s alma mater – as of the time when the scientist graduated. Such rules may have
exceptions, but could be a great asset to answer more queries and to infer additional facts for “KB completion”.
Even soft rules can be useful: an example could be that folk guitarists are usually also singers. To acquire this
intensional knowledge, rule mining methods have been developed and applied to large KB’s – one notable work
being our AMIE project [17]. However, the state of the art exhibits major limitations. Rules are restricted in
their logical form to Horn clauses or at least clauses. This does not allow rules with existential quantifiers or with
disjunctions in the rule head, for example, stating that every human person has a mother and that every human
is male or female. The seminal Cyc project [28] had its focus on commonsense rules, even including higherorder logics, but exclusively relied on human experts to manually specify them. Another major challenge with
automatic rule mining arises from the open world assumption that underlies KB’s and the bias in observations
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from Internet sources. For example, if the KB has no entrepreneur who founded more than 3 companies, this
should not imply a cardinality constraint. Likewise, if the facts in the KB suggest a rule that every founder of an
IT company has become a billionair, this may be caused by the bias in the KB construction (e.g., by harvesting
only successful entrepreneurs from Wikipedia) and does not entail that the rule is valid in the open world.
Yet another dimension where today’s KB’s fall short is the socio-cultural context of facts or rules. Even
seemingly objective statements on discoveries and inventions often depend on the background and viewpoint of
a certain group of people. For example, in the US most people would state that the computer was invented by
Eckert and Mauchley, whereas a German would give the credit to Konrad Zuse and a British would insist on Alan
Turing (or perhaps Charles Babbage). This is not just geographical context; teenagers, for example, may largely
think of Steve Jobs as the (re-) inventor of the (mobile) computer. For commonsense knowledge, it is even
more critical to capture socio-cultural contexts. This also requires more thought on appropriate representations
(certainly beyond SPO triples).

3.3

Interactive Search and Exploration

KB’s have become so large and heterogeneous, in terms of structure and terminology, that users struggle with
formulating queries – even when supported by a form-based or faceted UI (e.g., [3]). Even worse, a major use
case of KB’s is to serve as background reference when data scientists or business analysts combine and explore
other datasets or online media. For example, a life scientist or political scientist may rapidly collect tens of
interesting datasets for a specific study, but would then drastically lose her productivity when trying to join
different data items and search for patterns, trends and insight.
This calls for new modes of interactive search and exploration of KB’s and associated datasets. We believe
the most effective way of relieving the user from the necessity to cope with the complex structure of the data, is
by means of natural language for question answering and other interactions. User inputs such as “Which European singers covered Bob Dylan?” can be translated into structured Sparql queries. There has been substantial
work on this task recently (e.g., [5, 47, 52]). However, this is still restricted to simple questions that return a
single fact or a list of entities. Questions with multi-relation hops (i.e., chain joins in DB jargon) or asking for
composite answers is beyond scope. Even more demanding is coping with colloquial inputs, where the user first
describes her information need and context and then poses an underspecified question. An example would be:
“Steve was a big fan of Bob Dylan. Didn’t he date a folk singer to get closer to him? Who was that?”
Even if these issues were solved, merely translating each question into a single one-shot query would not
be sufficient. The generated query may not capture the user intent, it may return unexpected, unwanted or just
too few answers, and users may be utterly puzzled on how to formulate the very first question in order to start
their knowledge exploration. So we need to extend question answering to interactive dialogs, with the system
explaining answers and guiding the user towards better questions.

3.4

Knowledge Base Life-Cycle

It has been a major endeavor to build a comprehensive KB. However, it is an even more daunting task to
maintain, grow and improve it over a long time horizon. Discovering and adding emerging entities is just
the tip of the iceberg. Especially in combination with expanding the scope towards commonsense, rules and
socio-cultural context, coping with new knowledge, obsolete knowledge and context-specific knowledge poses
enormous challenges. The crux will be to minimize the cost of human curation, while keeping quality assurance
a key priority.
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